Search Tips

Search Tips for Block 4, CWRU SoM Class of 2016

*Please be online and connected to CWRU either via CaseWireless or VPN*

- Please go to PubMed via the CHS Library homepage or the SoM E-resources page
- Go to MeSH Database via the link under More Resources towards the right
- Search MeSH for **dyspnea**
  - Click the hyperlinked term Dyspnea
- Select the subheading “etiology” by clicking its box. Click the button Add to Search Builder at the right; once the syntax appears in the Search Builder click Search PubMed
- Under Filters at the left, click Review. Then, click “Show additional filters” and from the box that appears check the box for “Journal Categories” and click Show. Now that “Core Clinical Journals” is an option, click it.
- Note the article by Wahls. Click its title for the AbstractPlus page; towards the upper right of that page note the CWRU Full Text link which should lead within two click to a PDF, provided that VPN/CaseWireless is connected.

- Through the CHSL homepage or SoM e-Resources page, go UptoDate (from CHSL homepage, you can cursor over Library Catalogs and Databases, then to Catalogs and Databases for an alphabetic list of resources)
  - Click “Drug Interactions”
  - Type **metoprolol** box at upper left; click Lookup; then double-click the single drug name from the list of suggestions so that it appears in hyperlinked form with a checkbox next to it
  - Repeat the above step with **lisinopril** and **digoxin** until all three appear listed near the top left
  - Click Analyze
- The results at right explain which of the drugs have any interaction with the others. The hyperlinked “risk rating” in the first paragraph leads to an index of what the levels of risk A-B-C-D-X mean.